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the proposed state bureau of mines.
Owners of such properties are actually
pestered by propositions to sell,and this,
too, by the authorized representatives of
eastern and London capital. The danger
at hand is that dishonest and designing
men will take advantage of this demand
and palm off worthless claims and mining stocks upon outside investors with
small means, thus preparing the way for
a reaction from which mining, in the
legitimate sense, will lie sure to suffer.
Rocky Mountain News.

It is the practice of successful generals
to form their linea of battle in the darkest of the twenty-fou- r
hours, just prior to
t,
the appearance of the morning
and to move on the enemy at the period
of apparent security. This forms the keynote of the past week in its commercial
import, for never since the dark days of
June, 18911, when the gold-bu- g
enemy sur-

cisely what was lacking at the Brussels
conference, which led to tbe failure of
that body in a practical sense.
But there is another piece of news in
the same connection that is well worth
heeding. A London special declares that
a serious financial crisis is impending in
There has been a
heavy fall in stock, and failures of large
sugar factories are expected. Some time
ago when Austria made extraordinary
exertions to secure gold in order to put
her currency on a monometallic basis the
British financial papers predicted all
sorts of prosperity for that country. But
it appears that devotion to the single
standard has been unable to save Austro- Hungary from a financial crash. Indeed

prised the business world by its movements in London, has so much been realized in the direction of actual and fundamental recovery.
At Berlin, London,
Paris, Washington and Vienna the restoration of silver to its projier place in both
currency and value has formed the absorbing theme. At all these capitals one method of recovery
the international conference has been practically agreed upon.
Even the gold basis school, speaking
through the Brit ish government, held out
this olive branch of promise if not of
performance.
Recurring to the possible action of
Germany in promoting another confer
ence, Sir William Harcourt said thegoV'
eminent had received no official comino
mention on the subject, but such a com
munication would lie met in the same
manner as the proposal of the United
States was received. ("Hear, hear!")
lie would suggest that if another confer
ence were held it should lie understood
that it was not for mere academic dis
cussion, but the delegates ought to
empowered to make definite proposals
embodying their views. Leaving inter
national considerations aside for the inv
tional aspect of the question, he con
tended that there ought to be continuity
of the currency policy which the nation
had attained. Though hoping little from
an international monetary conference,
inasmuch as a motion had been brought
forward on common grounds declaring
that evils existed which the government
admitted, and as he bail only lieen in
with the powers on
vited to
the subject, he hail decided not to oppose
the resolution. (Cheers.)
"Dellnite proposals" is the term used
bv Sir William Harcourt. This is pre

Congressman Bryan is meeting with
there are pretty strong symptoms that
the folly of the financiers has accelerated success in getting democrats to sign the
tbe present tumble. Certainly the aban- silver manifesto which was issued a few
donment of silver bv Austria must have days ago to the democrats of the country.
helped to further depress the prices of Mr. Bryan says :
"It is not the object of the silver men
staple products, and to that depression
the ruin of the sugar industry can be di who are signing the address to the democrats to organize a new party. We
rectly traced.
that a majority of the democrats of
lessons?
Why multiply these object
A small item in Wednesday's edition the United States are in favor of free silof the New York Herald tells the same ver, and that it is only fair that the policy
story in more local form. Here it is: of the party shall be determined by the
Exports of general merchandise from majority instead of the minority. It is
tbe port of New York for the week end- useless to ignore the fact that there is a
ing today were valued at $5,826,:72, division of sentiment in tbe party on the
against $5, 472,475 in the preceding week, money question. This division cannot
and $6,4711,282 for the corresponding week lie healed merely by keeping silent aliout
of last year. Since January 1, $54,416,-511- it. Democrats differ in conviction, and
against $57,'i:2, lO". for the corres convictions are growing stronger every
day. There can be no straddling on this
ponding period last year.
met.
How are these losses accounted for? question hereafter; it must I
Not by a falling off in the volume of ex- Each convention will be called upon to
ports, but by the general decline in val- indorse free silver or the gold standard,
ues that has occurred within the year, and I have no doubt that some will take
as the net result of endeavors to place one side and some the other.
"In Michigan the democrats a few
this country and the commercial world
10
upon the gold basis of valuation and ex- days ago declared for free coinage at
Carolina,
North
Carolina,
1.
South
to
change.
Local clearings show a loss of 17.2 per Arkansas, Kansas, Nebraka, Colorado,
cent, compared with last year. This is Wyoming, Utah, and California demodue in part.if not entirely to bad weather crats have alsodeelared for 16 to 1 in their
in the mining districts, which has cut off latest democratic platforms. The silver
largely the shipments of ore and return address simply calls upon the believers
shipments of supplies. Colorado is now in bimetallism at 16 to 1 to exert themg
basis and to this in- selves iu order that the action of tbe
on a
all
others must look for their party may be in reality the voice of the
dustry
measure of profit, activity and enlarge- majority. There can certainly be no obment. Capital is not lacking. It is safe jection to this address if our opponents
to assert that any producing gold mine are willing to have a fair contest on this
within reach of a railroad, or which can subject. At present the gold men have
Iks worked the year round, can be sold the most of the ollices and the banks on
on a day's notice at its full cash value, their side, which gives them the organand this without, help or hindrance from ization and tbe money to carry on their

JUST BEFORE DAWN.
The Darkest Hour for Silver is Passing Away.
All Kurone Is Seriously CoiiHliUtrlng
Silver OueHtlon With n View to
Silver Coinage,

the

Austro-Hungar-

half-ligh-

1

y.

DEMOCRATS FOR SILVER.
State Convention are Declaring
ColnaK.

for Kree

le-lie-

9,

gold-minin-
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campaign. Our only recourse is a frank
and candid appeal to the voters.
"If we are correct in our estimate of
our voting strength, we shall be able to
secure a declaration in favor of the immediate restoration of free coinage at 16
to 1. If, on the other hand, after a fair
and honorable contest, the gold men
show the greater strength they will be
entitled to direct the policy of the party.
A number of prominent gold standard
democrats have told me they would not
vote for a silver democrat for president.
One democratic member from New York
said that if the democrats put up a silver
man he would vote for Mr. Reed or any
other republican, and yet these men insist on calling us bolters when we urge
silver democrats to assert themselves in
the democratic organization and impress
their views on the party. Every time a
silver man insists upon the party standing by its former position on the money
question, he is denounced as a disturber
of harmony ; but a gold standard democrat can threaten to bolt if his idea does
not prevail in the party without having
their loyalty suspected. If we expect
the masses of the people to have any
confidence in our sincerity we must show
ourselves as earnest in fighting for the
restoration of silver as our opponents
have sliown themselves in fiehtincr
against silver. AVhen the silver men
were prolonging the contest over the repeal of the Sherman law, they were denounced as a lot of anarchists by the
gold men because they would not allow
the majority to vote, but when the gold
men recently threatened to talk until adjournment and comiKil an extra session
rather than allow the senate to declare
in favor of free coinage, they were commended as exalted patriots. If the gold
standard means an appreciating dollar,
in increase in the burden of debt and an
indefinite extension of business depression, we ought to oppose it by every possible method. Those who sign the address Iwlieve that bimetallism ought to
be restored at once; they believe that
the democratic party ought to help restore it, and they Mieve that tho democrats who favor the restoration of bimetallism ought to be willing to make a
fight for the control of the party organization in order that the party niav 1k
set right That is all."

MARCH 13, 1895.

CHAUTAUQUA CIRCLE.
Gray's Elegy Written In a Country Church
Yard.
Head by Mrs. O. D. Ilantz before tho 0. L. S. C.
The title of this poem in itself is very
descriptive of its style. As an elegy in
the English language is commonly understood to be a poem written in a mournful or plaintive strain, and one written
in a churchyard would naturally suggest
the theme to be that of the departed.
In character the poem is reflective and
descriptive. The descriptions while portrayed in a most doleful manner are very
true to life. The diction throughout, for
purity and sweetness of tone, has been
seldomed equaled; it is scholarly yet
simplicity is one of its chief charms.
The author has clearly shown that he
possessed the great art of putting deep
feeling into the simplest incidents. Who
but Gray could depict with such depth
of feeling, the tolling of the curfew and
me returning noinewani ot the "weary
plowman ami the "lowing herd " at
eventide, which he gives in the opening
lines,

1'laeer Clulin Ruling.

Secretary Smith has made a ruling in
regard to placer claims which will interest the miners of this county. He
maintains that "there must be a discovery of mineral on each twenty acres in
placer location of 100 acres made by an
association; and such a location of that!
amount based upon a single discovery is
void, except as to the twenty acres ini-- 1
mediately surrounding such discovery."

The three next verses are descriptive
of the landscape in which an "ivy man
tied tower" inhabited by a "moping owl"
is mentioned, and the rugged elms and
yew trees of the churchyard, and the
narrow cells in which the "rude forefathers of the hamlet sleep." Then fol
lowing the above are a number composed
of meditations on the aforesaid forefathers and the simple and rustic lives they

had led, and that the great, noble, and
wealthy have a like ending with the poor
and ignoble.
"The boast of heraldry, the pump of power,
that lieauly, all that wealth e'er ta ve.
Await alike the Inevitable hour:
The paths of glory lead but to the grave."
And then some space is given to musing on what some of these rude forefa
And all

thers might have been, had their environments been different in which we get
more than a glimpo of the author's
strong poetic imagination, and some of
his most finished passages. We also find
gems of thought, not in "dark uifath-ome- d
caves," but if in somber settings
most beautiful. For instance how kau-tifare the following lines:

úl

"Kull many a item of purest ray serene
The dark unfathomed eaves of ocean hear,
Kull many a llower Is born to blush unseen
And waste Its sweetness on the desert ulr."
And again
"I''ar from the madding crowd's ingnoble
strife
Their sober wishes never learned to stray,
Along tho cool sequestered vale of life
They kept the noiseless tenor of their way,"
While he pictures their lot as a lowly
one, he fills it with peace and content- ment.and they most dutifully fulfill their
destiny here on earth, and now their
names and ages on t heir headstones
"selt by the unlettered muse" furnish
a text to teach the rustic moralist how

to die. And all no matter of how high
or low degree cast the inevitable "long
ing lingering look behind."
The desire of all to be remembered ;
their virtues recorded and their faults, if
any, to be forgotton is naturally and
sweetly told.
In the closing verses he describes how
one was missed from his accustomed
haunts, and then
"Tho next with dirges duo In sad array

.

Slow thro' tho churchyard path wo saw him

borno
Approach and read
Graved on the stone beneath yon aged thorn."
A Tongue Lashing.

The Albuquerque National bank depository scandal refuses to be suppressed.
The following appears in the local
columns of the Las Vegas Optic of last
evening:
"Spanish dodgers have been thrown
around town today calling a public
meeting at the court house this evening,
to denounce a democratic leader for an
attempt on the life oí J. A. Ancheta on
the evening of Feb. 21st, in Santa Fe.
The Optic has Ixsen informed that tho
democratic leader referred to is Judge
A. 15. Fall, and II. L. Ortiz, now in the
city, says that he was with Fall at the
time and there was not so much as an
assault with words, much less an attempt
on the life. The Optic doubts the wisdom of the meeting."
A message to the New Mexican
states that, notwithstanding the Optic's
attempt to pour oil on the troubled waters, the indignants really held a meeting last night according to program.
From what the New Mexican can learn
these "Amigos republicanos" at whose
instance this meeting was held have precious small provocation to inspire them
to indígnate. The New Mexican has no
special cause to defend Judge Fall, hut
in the interest of fair play it can say that
his engagement with the little giant from
Grant falls far short of meriting any
such attention as the Las Vegans have
given it. On the date in question, when
the depository scandal was up in the
council, Mr. Ancheta took occasion to
say some rather uncomplimentary things
about Judge Fall's conduct as a member
of the council two years ago, and at the
close of the session, feeling himself to
have lieen unjustly assailed by Council
man Ancheta, Judge Fall approached
that gentleman and used some very plain
language in telling him so. It simply
amounted to a, tongue lashing, nothing
more. New Mexican.
y

e
liaxter Bishop has purchased the
news stand of Uussell Agee, and
will put in a larger stock of goods.
Now is the time to plant fruit and
shade trees. In a few days the leave)
will be coming out ami then it will be
too late.
post-ollie-
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Notes of Happenings
Local.

Purely

Crist of Kendulle raritgrnphii Which
Should Not lx Overlooked
lty Our Hender.
Reese Herndon is driving a new wagon
delivering freight this week.
Several young people went out to the
turquoise mines in the Burros last Sunday picnicking.
The Siempre Vive whist club met at
the residence of Mrs. 0. S. Warren last
Saturday evening.
The hidden treasure which was supposed to have been buried on Chihuahua
hill about twenty years ago still remains
undiscovered.
Last week Richard Hudson attended
the first meeting of the lxiard of peni
tentiary commissioners since Ins ap
pointment on the board.

:

WEDNESDAY,

MARCH 18, 1895.

A traveling sign painter furnished en
tertainment for dozens of people last
Monday while ho was painting a big
sign on Porterfield's drug store. He
knew how to handle the brush.
The new telephone line will be ready
for business, probably within a week.
Had it not been for delay in getting poles
for the line it would have been com
pleted and in operation by the first of
this month.
The board of registration is now in
session at the city council chamber for
the purpose of registering voters for the
city election to be held on the 2nd af
next month. Go and see that you are
registered today.
There seems to be a disposition among
cattle men in this part of the territory to
sell whatever marketable stock they have
this spring. The ranges in this county
are too heavily stocked and need to have
some of the cattle removed from them.
Mrs. John Black has resumed the
management of the Broadway hotel and
will make it the popular stopping place
it has always leen under her manage
ment. It has been renovated throughout, painted and papered and the rooms
are as fine as can be found in this section.
Preparations are now being made at
Hudson's springs for the erection of a
big hotel. The spring is being cleaned
out ami extensive improvements will be
made during the season. The owner,
Mr. Graham, expects to make Hudson's
one of the most popular resorts in the
country.

The outgoing officers of the Grant
County Charity Hospital society turned
over the books and funds to the recent
ly elected officers last week.
The store on the corner of Broadway
and Main street, recently occupied by C.
M. Nolan has been closed, and the goods
have been removed to the postofliee news
stand.
C. F. Gravson, who is heavilv inter
ested in property in this county, has gone
to New York on a short business trip,
lie will be back about the last- of the
month.
There was a total eclipse of the moon
last Sunday evening which occupied the
attention of most of the residents of this
place from alout an hour afterdark until
10' o'clock.
Judge Bantz is now quartered at the
court, house in the room formerly occupied by Probate Judge Newsham. Judge
Newsham now lias his olliee witli the
probate clerk.
Sapp & Nanness made a shipment of
ore from the Burros to Pennsylvania this
week. The ore was consigned to the
Pennsylvania Salt Co., and was shipped
from Whitewater station.
Assessor Childers commenced distrib
uting blanks last week so that the taxpayers of the county can make their returns, lie expects to be able to assess
most of the precincts in the county personally.
A meeting will be held at Morrill hall
next Wedneseay evening at 8 o'clock for
the purpose of nominating candidates fo.r
city olllcers at the election to be held on
the second of next month. A mayor, two
councilmen and a member of the board
of ed uen t ion are to lie elected.

3

A large quantity of machinery for the
new mill out in the Burros, near
ranch, has been hauled from this
place recently. The mill will be ready
for operation in a few weeks.
Tul-loc-

The Willcox train robbers spent a portion of last week in the western part of
this county. They were heavily armed
and were riding good horses. Sheriff
Shannon and Deputy Sheriff McAfee lost
no time in getting on their trail but it
was lost in the rough country near the
head of Sycamore. The desperadoes appear to be taking things very easy and
seem to have very little fear of being
caught.
Geo. W. Miles was out in the Burros
last week where he is interested in some
mining property. He concluded tocóme
to town and mounted a bronco, which he
walked about three miles to secure, to
ride in. The bronco did not seem disposed to come to town and jolted George
up until his teeth rattled. He finally
concluded to dismount and let the bronco
rest. Silver City was thirteen miles distant when he parted company with the
bronco but the professor got here on foot.

Last Saturday afternoon Mrs. Frank
Jones, of this city, ami Mrs T. F. Fams- worth, of Hudson, were driving about
three miles below town, when the horse
suddenly became frightened and started
to run. Mrs. Jones was driving and was
unable to control the horse which continued to run until the buggy was overturned. Both ladies were thrown violently to the ground and were considerably bruised, but Mrs. Jones' little child
Rev. Fitch will sever his connection
escaped with but a slight scratch, being
with the Methodist church here in a few
caught by Mrs. Farnsworth as the buggy
days to return to his old conference in
was tipping over. The horse, strange to
New England. He expects to go to Massay, stopped as soon as the occupants of
sachusetts and not Florida as was anthe buggy had been thrown out.
nounced last week. His place here will
be supplied by the bishop, probably
aliout the first of next month.
J. J. Boone has purchased a large
number of steers in this county within
the past few days. Among those purchased are the H W, Y L, 7 U P and J
T steers, .is and up. The cattle market is
looking up and heavy shipments will be
made from this part of the territory
within the next few weeks, tattle are
now being gathered for shipment.
The city council will he able to lew a
tax of but one per cent, on city property
this year. This will hardly pay interest
on bonds and the hydrant rental. The
total value of cily property, not exempt
from taxation, will reach little, il any,
tai:?" ,'J.
more than $(00,000 mid the total amount
that can be rai-e- d by taxation cannot exceed (,000. Theciiv fathers will have to
cut down excuses or go more deeply
into debt and the incurring of further inC. H. FARGO & CO. turns.
MARKET
T. CHICAGO
debtedness is prohibited by the Springer
by
Sale
For
council
for
the
law. The lot of the city
next year or two will not be a happy

Fargo's $2.50

...Shoes...
196-20- 0

one.

C.C. Shoemaker.
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PERSONAL
Mention

PALAVER.

of People You Do and Do
Not Know.

Other IntereHting Mutter Which Can
Read With Front liy All Our
TowiiH)xole.

0. P. Culbertson

11c

was in the city last

Monday.
New

goods

son's.

just, received at Robin-

Mrs. Ross Thomas was in the city last

Thursday.
If you want a Parlor stove go to
Col. S. P. Carpenter was in the city
last week.
Fresh candies every day at Martin
Maher's.
Reese Herndon was out to Santa Rita
last Sunday.
See the Cook Stoves and Ranges at
liomnson s.
Mrs. C. II. Munson was in the city
last Saturday.
Rest. Kansas patent flour for sale at
fliartin .Maher s.
Mrs. John Elder was in from Han
over last Friday.
V. II. Durkee was in from LoneMoun
tain last Monday.
A. J. Goforth was in tow n from the
Mimbres last week.
Puke FitzSimmoiis was in from
last Friday.
M.
Wallace spent last week in town
J.
taking in the sights.
S. S. Brannin was in from his ranch
on the Sapello last week.
Wm. Swaneoat was in the city last
Thursday from Hanover.
Don't read vour neighbor's paper but
subscrilie for Tiik Eaih.e.
W. J. Sapp was in from the Burros
last Monday on business.
Fine line of Pocket and Table Cutlery
at St. George Robinson's.
P. Ailen was in from his Walnut
Springs ranch last Monday.
The latest novels may he found at
Bishop's postolliee news stand.
John McMillin was down from his
mill above Pinos Altos this week.
(So to the Broadway Hotel for meals
It is the best place in the city.
2.
Andrew Larson was in from his ranch
near Lone Mountain last Saturday.
Harry Ha.lewood was in from thctur-quois- e
mines in the Burros last week.
Lee Poison was in from the Burros
hist week. He went out on Monday.

A. J. Taylor and wife, of El Paso,
have been in the city a couple of weeks.
The Eaoi.e a vear and the World Al
manac for $2. Send in your subscrip
tions.
J. T. Goane, recently of this city but
now of Doming, came up on Monday for
a short visit.
Frank Bell, one of the successful mining men of Pinos Altos, was in the city
last Monday.
Bring your job work to The Eam.k office. It will be done neatly, promptly and
at reasonable rates.
Prof. Thomas Brown, who recently
concluded a term of school at Allison, is
at Las Polomas, Mexico.
Sim Holstein, one of the leading cattle men of the eastern part of this county,
was in the city this week.
Mrs. P. F. Thompson and daughter,
who have been here for some time, returned home last Saturday.
Send in your subscription to The
Eaoi.e and get the World Almanac free.
See our offer on another page.
Robert Black was at Las Cruces this
..
week attending a meeting of the board
of regents of the agriculural college
Mrs. J. Black has reopened the Broadway Hotel dining room where the best
20
meals in the city ca:i be bail.
J. C. Brooking, recently in the employ
of the Silver City and Northern railroad company, is now in Pueblo Colo.
.

Conductor Jones who has been running
on this division of the Santa Fe for a
number of years is in Mexico on sick
leave. He will return soon and resume
his run.
Con. M.. Nolan may now lie found
with Baxter Bishop at the postolliee
news stand where he will be pleased to
see all his old customers.
J. C. Talliaferro, who has been hero
some time on a visit, relieved Mail Agent
Sales on the run between this place and
Rincón last Monday. Civpt. Sales is
taking a short lay off.
Subscribers to The Each.e can get. the
World Almanac free by paving a year's
subscription in advance. Uead the advertisement on another page.
Mine Inspector Fleming, of this city,
who was about to inspect the White Ash
mine near Cerrillos two weeks ago when
the fatal explosion occurred, has been
busy since that time investigating the
cause of the explosion and making a report.
For Salo Kiincli.

Ranch

acres, patented and on
rocord.iiO acres tillable, 20 under cnlliva- tion, well water, bouses and corral and
(io0(,
a ,lU f) am,a ,,,,,,. fl,m.u
eminent land on three sides. Price
tiOO.
Inquire at Eaoi.k ollice.
of 80

Baxter Bishop, proprietor of the postolliee news stand, has consolidated the
news and notion businesses of Russell
Agee and C. M. Nolan and will keep all
the the leading newspapers, magazines
and periodicals as well as a fine line of
R. G. Clark came up from Deminglast fruits, nuts, candies, cigars and stationSaturday to attend a meeting of the Owl ery. Give him a call.
club. He returned Monday morning.
It is expected that the placer mines
Alfred R. Fritscli, who will be remem- of this county will produce more gold
bered by many of the old residents of this year than ever before. Old minero
say that from If I to $2 a day can be made
this city, is now a resident of
in the placer mines by any one washing
gold. Heretofore few persons have
out
The celebrated Wilson Heaters, the
careil
to wash gold for so small pay but
most economical Heating Stove manu .
factured, can le found only at Neff's. now there are a good many people in this
Call and see them.
section who are willing to put in their
Mrs. Bryant, wlio is here from Iowa time for what they can get.
visiting her daughter, Mrs. W. II. While,
has received news of the death of her
mother in Ohio.

Broadway Hotel.

Library Lamps, Banquet Lamps and a
large variety of Plain and Ornamentar
Lumps, at lower prices than can be,
found elsewhere, at Neff's.

NEWLY REFITTED and FURNISHED THROUCIIOUT.

Charles W. Green, who published the The miiiiliircimnii of this iiiiiil;ir lintel lilis
Ih'cii resumed liy Mrs. ,1. Murk ami I lie
IVming Tribune, in the early days of
uiililic will llml It FIUST ' I.ASS
that place, has purchased an interest in
In every particular.
the Irrigation Age at Chicago.
Hi
(Iway.Silver I'll,v. N. M.

Jons

Bin h'kmax, Pres.

Tiio.s. F. Cos way, Vice Pres.

353

The

Site

J. W. Cahtkh, Cashier.

9.

City National

Bat

SILVER CITY, X. M.
CAPITAL $50,000.
SURPLUS $14,000.
Norman Prongcr spent last Sunday in
Atlranirx miule on Gold nn1 Silver IhtH'ntn.
town, returning to the ranch Sunday
DEPOSITS SOLICITED.
evening.
EXVIIASGE FOR SALE.
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The White

Geographical Soclul.

AhIi UiHHHter.

Jas. Dolan, of Dolan & Sullivan, of
The coroner's jury empaneled to in
Last Friday evening the ladies of the
Gold Hill, has mysteriously disappeared, Methodist church gave a geographical vestigate the cause of the death of twenty-folie left the house at the mine on Tues- social at Morrill hall. There were about
miners in the White Ash disaster,
day of last week, saying he was going to 150 persons in attendance and the even- commenced its work on Monday morn
catch his horse and go to Silver City. ing was passed pleasantly. The early ing. The jury was composed of W. C.
Since then he has not heen seen. At part of the evening was occupied with Rogers, 0. Alexander, E. B. Ames, D.
first nothing was thought of the disap- music and recitations, after which the L. Miller, Richard Green and M. P.
pearance, as he might have caught a ride ladies were furnished badges with the Brown, with Justice of the Peace II. C.
with some passing team and gone to Sil- names of the different states on them Kinsell acting as coroner. District Atver City without returning to the house. and the gentlemen received slips of paper torney Crist, with a stenographer, was
Late in the week, nothing having been with the names of the different state cap on hand to conduct the investigation at
heard from him, his partner and other itals on tlicin. It then became incum the request of Acting Coroner Kinsell.
friends began to worry. Sunday a tele- bent on the young gentlemen to find the R. E. Twitchell looked after the comgram was sent to County Clerk Young, young 'Indies representing the states in pany's interests, and Xeill Field, with
with whom lie had business in Silver which the capitals are situated.
stenographer, was present, his purpose
being to establish grounds for damage
City, asking if he had heen there. Mr.
Some of the gentlemen whose knowl
suits on behalf of the sufferers. Night
Young answered that he had not seen
edge of geography did not rise to the oc
witsessions were held ami twenty-on- e
him. Monday a search party was made
casion gave up the quest of a partner in
nesses testified on Monday and Tuesday.
up to see if any trace of him could be
despair, but most of the capitals were
On Wednesday a thorough inspection of
found.
correctly located and the badges bear
A short distance from tliehouse,where
the mine was made. A complete and
ing the right names were found.
rigid examination was had.
he was last seen, the trail of a man afoot,
The musical part ot the program was
The jury retired at 4 p. in. yesterday
wearing nailed shoes similar to those
long, but the music was listened and
rather
at 11 :l!0 last night returned a verDolan
had on, was found. This trail
that
was followed. It led out onto the flat, to with attention from beginning to end dict to the effect that thedeaths had been
The orchestra played some fine selec caused by the explosion of gas and aftercontinued southwest, passing a little
the choir rendered some fine music damp, caused by insullicient air passing
tions,
west of the horse ranch well, crossed the
narrow gauge track and led up to the anil the lady quartet sang a piece with through the fourth left back entry of the
Southern Pacific track, where it appar good effect. Miss Maud Knuckey sang mine, that air course having been obently followed the track west but could a solo which was highly appreciated by structed by water. New Mexican.
I'i,la Mcintosh
not 1)C traced by the trailers. Whether tlu! nU(lit'nw' aml
Charles D. McClure, president, of the
this was Dolan's trail or not cannot be santr in her usual good style, but the
Mountain mining company, and
Granite
said. Some of the trailers thought the hit of the evening was made by Master
A.
Fusü, president of the BimetalPaul
Down
who
sang
"Way
steps were too long for Dolan, he being a Arthur Rivers
lic
company, returned from a
mining
most
in
a
River"
theSuwanee
Upon
short man.
manner for a lad of his tender trip to Mogollón last Thursday and have
When he left the camp he had no
gone east. They were out to Mogollón
money, and there is no reason known years.
which
why he should leave. .He was owing
There were recitations by Miss Mabel to look at the Little Fannie mine
in
bullion
producing
is
now
regularly
money, but had more than enough ore Upton, Miss Mary Agee and Harold and
on the dump to pay all his bills, and had Clarence Link which were well received large quantities.
Ross Thomas had the misfortune to
on hand a trade for his interest in the ami well delivered. Several young ladies
mine that probably would have been rendered tableaux which were appreciat- break his leg last Friday. He jumped
off a wagon on Chihuahua hill and struck
consummated in a few days. Some of his ed by the spectators. On the whole the in such a manner as to break his leg.
friends fear that he might have met with evening was thoroughly enjoyed by He was brought to the Broadway hotel
where lie was attended hv Dr. Gilliert.
foul play and is now at the bottom of those present.
some of the deserted shafts in the mountains. It is probable that furthersearch
will be made in the attempt to solve the
mystery.
It is certain that this trail
Propi'ioto rs of Uie
could have been manufactured after he
Vj
S1
disappeared, if it had been to the interest of any one to have done so. Western
Liberal.
ur
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About three o'clock yesterday afternoon, the section house occupied by
Southern Pacific Section Foreman Smith,
caught fire from a defective fine alid before the Haines were extinguished by the
bucket brigade, the building was pretty
Mr. Smith saved
effectually gutted.
most of his household goods. The loss
to the railroad company will amount to
about 1,000.
A small frame dwelling in the Park,
owned by Frank Priser, and occupied by
a Mexican was burned down about eight Also
o'clock last evening. The lossis nominal.
Headlight.
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Will constantly keep on hand the choicest

Beef, Pork and Mutton.
Oysters, Fish and Game in Season.
a full

line

of

FRUIT.

We solicit your patronage.

nVLLMU) ST., SILVER VITY, X.
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BOLD BURGLARS.
A Deming

Dry Goods Store Robbed of
Over 1,000 Worth of Goods.

Burglars entered the store of. Max
Heyman & Co. Wednesday night and
got away with gomia to the value of over
$1,000.

For the first time in years Mr. Heyman left the store Wednesday night, in
order to sit up with Dr. Bullock. When
he entered Thursday morning toopen up,
he found everything in confusion. Boxes
and goods were scattered all over the
counters and floor and a moment's glance
sufficed to show him that burglars had
made a rich haul.
The store lights had been burning all
night and were still burning when Mr.
Neyman entered the store. Notwithstanding this and the public location of
the store, the burglars must have taken
several hours to do their work, as only
the best goods were stolen, consisting of
rolls of fine silk, best quality of ribbon,
Stetson hats, clothing, shoes, and in fact
a little of everything in stock.
The
counter had been cut with a jack-kniin an atteilipt to get at the cash drawer,
but this was finally abandoned. One
silver mounted Mexican hat valued at
fe

$50 was also gone.
Officers McGlinchy and Phillips started
out at once, and every clue has lecn
carefully followed but up to the time of
going to press, the identity of the burglars is a complete mystery.
Entrance was gained through a window in the sleeping room of Mr. Heyman in the rear of the store, a heavy
iron bar being bent down to make room
for the passage of the burglars. The
work was evidently done by persons who
had acquired a thorough knowledge of
the store. Doming Headlight.
George Hornbrook was in 'from Gold
Hill yesterday. He says that no trace

if James

Dolan, who disappeared from
Gold Hill two weeks ago, has lu'en
found and that it is believed by many at
Gold Hill that he has met with foul play.
More than twenty people have been engaged in searching for the missing man
but without success, lie was a member of Silver City lodge A. F. & A. M.
and also of Silver City chapter of Roval
Arch Masons. No effort will be spared
to ascertain his whereabouts and if he
has liecn murdered, as is lielieved, every
means will lie used to find the guiltv
party.

MARCH 18, 1895.

Wants a Receiver.
James R. Young, a stockholder in the
Alhambra Mining Company, a Chicago
corporation with a mine in Grantcounty,
N. M., filed a bill for a receiver and an
accounting in the United States Circuit
Court at Chicago on the 23rd ult. The
complainant alleges that officers of the
company, together with A. Montgomery
Ward and J. B. Wilber, an employe of
the Royal trust company, conspired to
give to Wilber a mortgage in considera
tion of an alleged indebtedness of $12,952
and permitted the same to be foreclosed
and the property sold and purchased by
Wilber. The complainant alleges the
mine was paying when the alleged in
debtedness to Wilber was acknowledged
and is still paying and asks tho court to
grant an accounting, set aside the sale,
and in the meantime place the company
in the hands of a receiver. Chica
Tribune.

Those newspapers in New Mexico who
have taken delight in referring slightingly
to our recent legislative assembly are
reminded that on the whole, judging by
what was accomplished, it was the liest
we have had to the knowledge of the
writer in the past fourteen years. Raton
Reporter.
"The Lights and Shadows of the Modern Theater" will lie the subject next
Sunday evening of the fourth discourse
on popular amusements, by Rev. Edward S. Cross, of the Episcopal church.
All arc cordially invited.
Steve Uhle, realizing that it is the duty
of every property owner in Silver City to
do his share toward beautifying the city,
has planted a number of shade trees in
front of his property on Broadway and
Texas street.
A young man of San Marcial has hit
upon an original way of keeping rivals
away from his lady friend. When he
leaves the abode of his feminine chum,
he simply hangs his
s
on the
front gate.

Eight Men Demi.
Another mine horror is reported, this
time from White Oaks. The shaft in tho
Old Abe mine there caught fire last Sat- urday morning and eight men perished
in the mine. II. B. Fergusson, of Albuquerque is one of the owners of the mine
which has been one of the largest producers in Lincoln county. The shaft is
one of the deepest in New Mexico.
John White, a former resident

of

this

place, but who has been residing in
Texas for some years, committed suicide
last week. He was under indictment
for murder and was to have been tried
soon.
Mrs. Amelia M. Stevens, wife of Win.
Stevens, died at Tinos Altos last Thursday, aged 50 years, 11 months and 10
days. The funeral services were held at.
Pinos Altos on Friday afternoon.
Aaron Schutz, proprietor of the Bank
Building Bazaar, had a mammoth sign
painted on the building occupied by him
last Monday.
A light rain fell here on Monday after-noon and at the same time snow fell on
the mountains north of here.
W. H. Kilburn and C. C. Whitehill
have formed a partnership and will go
into the live stock business.
Judge Bantz will open his first term of
court at Las Cruces next Monday.
Next Sunday will le St. Patrick's day
in the morning.
John C. Berry was over from George-- !
town yesterday.
John Elder, the Hanover saw mill
man, was in the city yesterday,
Clara Schutz, who has been in school
at El Paso for some time, has returned
home.
Mrs. Frank H. Siebold and daughter
are here from Deming visiting Mrs. A.
B. Laird.
Dr. W. H. White, who has been at
Fort Bayard on professional business for
several days, is home again.
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over-shoe-

A colored soldier over at Fort Bayard
grew tired of life and attempted to end
his existence by the necktie route.

His plans were frustrated, however, and
he still lingers in this vale of tears.
Tho

SI'KCIAL,

OI KKH,
(inoii only Until Mnrrli 3 Int. 18115.
Send two new suliscrlliciS'Wlth two ;dolhirs
nuil jset ini' your frec.i
Send four new subscribers with four dolliirs
unci receive the pupcr two years without cost.
"Do you know u n"1"! thinif when you see
It? A word to the wise Is sntllcleiil."
Address
TUK KKI'IMILIC.
St. Louis Mo.

CLARK- WHITSON-LEITC-

H

MUSICCO.

Piano.

Three stock trains that left Deming
last week made the run from San Marcial
to Albuquerque in three hours and five
EL PASO, TEXAS,
ALBVQVEUQVE, N. M.,
11!) San Eiiihcíkpo Si.
minutes, three hours and fifteen minutes
203 Rtiilnitul Arante.
and three hours and thirty-liv- e
minutes
respectively and the runs from Deming Sell reliable goods on easy monthly payments.
Can refer to many families w ith whom they have dealt.
to San Marcial were made in proort
Tuning of Pianos in (Smut county attended to.
quick time. Deming Headlight.
Write them for catalogue of new style Pianos, Twin ;.
ion-nte- ly
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licitor general. On Saturday evening, hardly reach there to consummate the
January 5th, between 7 and 8 o'clock, I infamy. Perhaps the greatest cause of
called at the governor's rooms, by ap- Governor Thornton's disappointment is
More Light on the Unseating of Counpointment, and at his request, I listened the fact that he did not include Mr.
cilman Miles.
to a good deal of his nervous demonstraJones' name, when he made the trade
tions and then told him that I was com- to confirm Brother-in-laVictory. AlCouiiellmnn Hunker Makes Some
ing home on a visit and would not return though he can brag a good deal, he canWhU'h are Particularly
until Monday night and requested that not be the child of conceit to the extent
to I)('lll()THt.
no nominations should 1 sent to the of thinking that he can make the people
council
until I returned to my post of believe that the confirmation of Victory,
Last week Councilman Bunker wrote
within an hour after Miles had been
a long letter to the Las Vegas Optic in duty.
"Mind you, the unseating of Miles fired, was a mere coincident. Now, will
which he defends his course in the late
legislature and touches on many points was not dreamed of. Asa matter of fact, he tell us without blushing, why all of
of interest. We print that part of his I heard that he was maneuvering with the republicans, with the exception of
letter which refers to the unseating of republicans to sell Miles out, but I stern Councilman Perea, voted for the confirVictory with
ly discredited the report, not for a mo mation of Brother-in-laMiles:
"When I went to Santa Fe, to render ment believing that a man calling him- out an express understanding? If he
my services as a niemher of the legisla- self the governor, under democratic ad- thinks he can, let him ask the Hon. J.
tive council, in the thirty-firs- t
legisla- ministration, would be capable of Biich Francisco Chaves, why he Chaves voted
tive assembly, I did not know that, be high treason to his friends and to his for the confirmation of Victory; he is
fore the historic body had adjourned, 1 party; but, as strange as it miglitappear, ready to reply, under oath, if necessary !
would bo the subject of notoriety con- the charge was only too true, and in a When we see that these facts exist
nected with the said legislature, much few days he proved himself capable of against the governor of New Mexico, and
less did I expect that I would be the more infamy; yet as soon as I returned when we think it is only a small per
cent, of his treachery and double dealing,
chosen target upon which "his excellen- to Santa Fe, I found the milk in the
during the last session of the legislature,
with
noticed
republicans
the
cy," W. T. Thornton, the governor of
New Mexico, by appointment, would triumphant smiles, (which, by the way, speaking in western language, it would
find it convenient to vent bis spleen anil as partisans, they cannot be blamed for seem the highest exhibition of "gall"
unload the vexations of his disappoint- using the governor, or anyone else, in for Governor Thornton to charge another
ments. Luckily, for myself, we live in the advancement of the interests of their man with treachery. Not being fond of
a free country, where we have a right to party), I could but feel highly outraged newspaper controversies, I will obviate
resent imputation, much more when at such proceedings, after having a clear further evidence concerning the many
that is founded upon falsehood, brought understanding anil promise from the other charges that I could make and
mouth of the governor of New substantiate against our worthy governor,
about by selfish motives, as it is on the
Mexico. In order to place myself proper- - among the number a pardon offered to
part of our disappointed governor.
"In his New Mexican of March 1st, he ly before the world, thedeniocratic party Agapito Abeyta, jr., if he were convicted
produced an article headed "Some Po- and my friends, I wrote a protest against of being implicated in the Doherty murlitical History," "Councilman Bunker's the unseating of Miles, and confirming der; also, u proposition to Pedro Perea
Victory. In and at the and Max Frost, that if the republicans
Treachery," etc. I have no doubt it has Brother-in-lacaused main a "horse laugh," to note same time, the language of my protest would vote for Jones, he would leave
í .i
i
i
demonstrated ine aciion oi me governor. Amado Chaves in olliee, and a number
the devil scared at his own shadow.
"Mr. Editor, permit me to say that if For duplicity and double dealing, it of other trades, which I can furnish
"I will leave silent his fidelity (?) to
there was any treachery, during the ses- shiAved him up before the council, and
in the matter of the school
Desloarais,
of
sion of the last legislature, the governor continued the charge of bad faith
and the other consuperintendentship,
has
He
a
guilty.
was
clearly
of New Mexico is the founder, the orig- which'he
he approached
when
it,
with
nections
in
New
Mexican,
called
that,
the
paper,
of
method
such
inator ai.d the supporter
Messrs. Perea and (alies about it."
of nolitical double dealing. I will refer making full reports of the proceedings,
i i
.1
only to a few instances of his duplicity in especially when it rcuecieu upon nis ad
of
was
reports
latitude
the
connection with the doings of the last versaries, the
GUADALUPE MENDOZA,
legislature: Kverylxxly in New Mexico is then a caution to behold. But in the
KKI'AIIUXli NEATLY
familiar with the thunderclap news that instance of my protest, which pointed
AMI
spread over the wires, on Monday, the directly against his integrity, as a man,
l'llO.MI'Tl.Y DONE.
7th of January, last, in the afternoon. an ollicial and a politician, "It" failed to
Prices reasonable, anil
nl Isfacl Ion itiiiiianleed.
The republicans giggled and the demo- report.
MAKER.Í! Shop on Yankle Street.
crats cursed at the announcement that "Now.does not the governor remember
(ith,
Hon. It. W. Miles had been unseated, during Sunday afternoon, January
and the Hon. J. A. Ancheta, a man for and the following Monday, until alter
The Silver City
Victory had been conwhom I have the greatest respect and Brother-in-laadmiral ion, had leen given his seat ; to firmed, acting the part of Judas, he
by his moveme, such news was not a mystery, when showing the
acting like he
battles,
and
sham
ments
I recalled the conduct a id movements
Drives in DRY GOODS and
when
he, in truth
not
done,
it
want
did
in
the
excellency"
of
"his
on the part
CLOTHING!
previous days before the shameful event ; and fact, was the originator, and re- Special Bargains in LADIES',
lmt. to close up the "hole," through sponsible for the whol'i job? It is not GUSTS' and CHILDREN'S
which Mr. Thornton may try u crawl possible that lie has forgot ton what he shoes.
out, as against this indictment, I will re told Councilman Galles, at the door of
Also a full line of GLASSfresh his memory and onen the eyes of Desloarais' room. Does he forget that
WARE and CROCKERY.
he look the nomination of his Rrother- - We sell everything CHEAP
those who do not know the facts regard
ictory, and others, himself to FOR CASH.
in' the inside of the unseating of .Miles
council
chamber, and his conscience
"Fri-the
of
man
his
and the coiifirmaiion
BROS.
Victory, as so-- 1 made him so nervous that be could
dav, "his brother-in-law- ,
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for president. This a majority of the very small and without the money which
delegates failed to do after they arrived this law will provide, the court docket
in Chicago, for reasons best known to could hardly be cleared up for years,
Published ovory Wednesduy Morning by themselves.
but this act ought to provide sufficient
A. J. LOOMIS.
Without the support of any of the del funds to clear the docket at the next
egates from New Mexico, Cleveland November term. The county is behind
Entered at tho postofHco at Sliver Oity,
N. M for transmission through tho mails at would not have been nominated on the a year and a half in the payment of insecond class rates.
first ballot and it was admitted that if his terest on bonds and the money derived
Office on Yankle Street between Texas and nomination had not been secured on the from territorial taxes, in connection with
Arizona Streets.
first ballot he could not have been nom- what can be collected for the interest
Advertising Kates on Application.
inated. Idus L. Fielder, of this city, who fund in the county, will probably proSubscription Kates, Postage Prepaid:
One year
.
. gj.oo was one of the delegates, did all he could vide enough money to pay all outstandSix months
1,00
to prevent the nomination of Cleveland ing coupons by the first of next July.
Three months
.50
and worked for a free silver plank in the
SILVEK CITY, N. M., MARCH 111, 1MB. platform. Had all of the delegates from
Until very recently there have been
no great mine disasters in New Mexico,
New Mexico been as true to the demoSilver
m
lives
crats who sent them as Mr. Fielder was but within two weeks thirty-tw- o
Lead
twenty-fou2.95
r
27th
On
February
were
lost.
there would not have been a man in the
lives were lost in the White Ash
presidential chai) who would have opDOWN WITH CLE VELA NDIfiSf.
posed silver as stubbornly as Mr. Cleve- coal mine, near Cerrillos, and on March
During the next twelve months the land has.
9th eight lives were lost in tho Old Abe
bimetallists and monomctallists in the
Upon the votes of New Mexico the con- mine at White Oakw The Cerrillos disdemocratic party will fight for suprem- trol of the next national democrat ic con- aster might have been prevented by the
acy in the next national convention to vention may depend, and in view of this use of safety lamps in the mine, and it is
be held next spring. There is very little contingency it behooves the silver men quite probable that it would not have ocreason to doubt that the bimetallists will of the territory to be up and doing. No curred had there been better ventilation
be the victors. Already democratic con mistake should be made in sending delin the mine which would have made the
ventions in ten states have declared un- egates to the next convention. They accumulation of gas less likely and reequivocally for the free and unlimited should lie men who can be depended duced the chances .of such a disastrous
coinage of silver and the democrats in upon to work for tho interest of silver explosion. The lives of the miners in
many of the other states are known to be and who will cast their votes for some the Old Abe mine might have been saved
in favor of free coinage.
had there been another means of egress
tried silver man for president.
There is no hope for silver, so far as
With an avowed silver man nominated from the mine than the burning shaft.
this government is concerned, except for president and a platform which de- There is room for legislation in reference
through the democratic party. The re clared for the free and unlimited coinage to mines in this territory.
publican party is now, as it lias always of silver the democratic party would get
t,
who
been, opposed to free coinage and its con- thousands of republican votes in the
A writkk in the
tinued opposition to silver will undoubt- west and it is hardly probable that the ought to know better, states that many
edly strengthen the party in its strong, populists would deliberately divide the prominent writers and speakers make
hold in the east. Democrats there are silver vote by putting up a candidate for use of but a few hundred words. lie
not so much in favor of silver as they are president knowing that he could not be says that Robert G. Ingersoll, one of the
in the west and south and a good many elected and that every vote cast for him most fluent speakers in this ctmntry,
votes would Ik; gained for the republicans would be a vote taken away from a "sil- uses but 400 words in the course of one
in the east if the democratic party should ver man who could be elected with their of "his lectures, and that a person inorcome out on a free silver platform and support.
dinary conversation uses a vocabulary of
the republicans should follow the lines
The time has come when democrats nljout 300 words. While it is true that
of the platform adopted by them three must abandon
Cleveland, for to follow many jktsoiis, in ordinary conversation,
years ago.
him further means the inevitable des- use but a few hundred words, it is aha
The populists are all right on the sil- truction of the democratic party. Of true that few writers or speakers of any
ver question but the party has not, course he will continue to have some fol note use less than 3,000 words and many
never has had and never wid have lowers in the east but it is high time for possess a vocabulary of more than double
strength enough to cut any important the democrats of the country at large to that numlicr and even this seems small
figure in national politics. If the friends choose a new leader.
No democrat when it is taken into consideration that
of silver want to see that metal restored need lie ashamed of the leadership of there are more than 200,000 words in the
to its rightful position, they must assist such a man as Joseph C. Sibley, of PennEnglish language.
the silver democrats in gaining control sylvania, who is a Jeffersonian demoof the next national democratic conven- crat and one of the leading silver men of
Tub late legislature left the fees of the
tion.
the country. More than that, he is an county officers a little lower than they
Had it not leen for the treachery of nonest man and could no elected presi- were last year, but they are considerably
some of the delegates from New Mexico dent next vear.
higher than were allowed by the laws
to the last national democratic convenwhich went into effect on the first of
tion, the democratic party would now
Tub bill which passed the late legis January hwt. The legislature might
have been in an entirely different jKsi-tio- lature providing that territorial taxes iK'tter have left the fees alone.
At tho Albuquerque convention in delinquent on the first of last January
May, 1892, which sent six delegates to should be paid into the county treasur- Ox e of the members of the late tern- the national convention at Chicago, a ies of tho counties in which they were torial council is rusticating in Mexico,
free silver plank was adopted by an over- collected, ono half to the credit of the He is said to have saved (100 a day dur- whelming vote and the delegates to the court fund and one half to the credit of ing the session of the legislature on a
convention were elected with the under- the fund for the payment of interest on salary of fl a day. His name is Larra-bonstanding that they would work and vote
will help this county very materi- - goite and ho ought to make as able a
for a freo silver democrat for candidate
The amount in the court fund is naneier as John Sherman.
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The New Mexican has thrown Cleveland overboard and sings the cuckoo song
no more. In its issue of last Friday it
says editorially :
The question has reached that point
now where to be a good democrat one
must he a friend to the white metal.
It endorses silver and says that Cleveland is not a good democrat all in the
same breath. The New Mexican upheld
the course of Cleveland until ic found
itself all alone in its support of him in
this territory, but it has found the load
too heavy to carry.

MARCH 18, 1895.
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One day last week a steamer took out
The Headlight and Sentinel are en
from New York 950,000 ounces of silver gaged in the pleasant pastime of throw
for Europe. Evidently. Europe is pre ing mud at each other. Both of them
paring to restore silver to its rightful are getting pretty well daubed.
place as a money metal and the supply is
A large number of coal miners are on
being obtained here for less than half of
its coining value. This government is strike in the vicinity of Pittsburgh.
doing all it can to assist in enriching They hope for better success than at
tended the last coal strike.
Europe at our expense.

The silver question is stirring up the
SILVER'S CHAMPION.
politicians and a strong effort is going to
THE
be made by the silver men in both of the
great political parties to have them come ROCKY
NEWS
MOUNTAIN
The
of interest on the out squarely for silver. The silver men
KHtnlillHhed 18(51).
outstanding bonds of this county is do- are not likely to capture the republican
ing more injury to the county than many party, but it looks very much as though
TERMS OF SUBSRIPTION.
of the residents of the county suppose. they would control the next democratic
(IN ADVANCE.)
The fact that more than eighteen months convention.
DAILY.
have passed since interest payments have
87.M)
Free coinage means the opening up of One year, by mull
been met keeps capital from being in
3.75
by
Six
mall
months
of
idle
in
New
the
Mexico
many
mines
vested here in enterprises which would
1.00
Three months by mail
lienefit the country to a very great ex- and the cmpolymentof more than double One
85
month by mull
tent. Capitalists have an idea that pros' the miners in this country than are now Sunday edition, (1(1 puses,) yeur
$2.!0
perous communities pay up their obliga' at work. More than this, it means the Dully Editions Include the Sunday.
WEEKLY.
tions promptly and where prosperity is beginning of an era of business prosper
itv.
evident is where capital is invested.
81.00
One yeur. by mull. In advance
Sumple copies of ell her edition on applica

The newspapers at Las Cruces succeed'
ed in kicking up a big row over the agri
cultural college down there. Such work
does neither the college nor Las Cruces
any good. The papers down there
should turn their attention to the build
ing upof educational institutions in order
that they may do more good than they
are doing now. The youth of this terri
tory need to be educated and our young
educational institutions need building
UP-

-

The initial number of The Weekly Ex tion.
aminer, published at Las Vegas, has
The News Is the only consistent champion
made its appearance. It is a neat, new
sy and well edited paper of twelve pages, of silver In the west, und should bo In every
home In the west, und In the bunds of every
four columns to the page. It is a typo
miner und business mun in New Mexico,
graphical beauty and merits success.
Send In your subscriptions lit once.
All communications must be addressed to

The treasury gold reserve is now
around the $90,000,000 mark, but it must
e remembered that President Cleveland
has bad to sell $162,000,000 in tends in
order to have anv gold reserve at all.

News Printing Co., Denver, Colo.

L.

J. SMITH,

General Repair Shop.

The people of Santa Fe are anxious to
The fight for silver is on and the dem
have work commenced on the proposed
ocrats of New Mexico should get them
capitol building immediately.. Perhaps
selves in line for a big battle in the nathey are afraid that Albuquerque can
tional democratic convention next year.
bring influence enough to bear to pre
vent the approval of the issue of bonds
by congress. The capitol matter is ont
of vital importance to Santa Fe, for with
out the capitol that place would be one
of the unimportant towns in New Mex

Bicycles, Guns and Revolvers
Promptly Repaired.
Untes Ui'iisoiiuble.

Yiinkle St. Silver City.

N. M.

ico.
Fon more than two years the republi
of New Mexico have been talking
alout the man of "brains and energy
who is now our delegate in congress
He has two years in. which to secun
statehood for New Mexico and it remains
to be seen what he will do in that time
The Eaoi.e predicts that New Mexico
will lie a territory two years from now

cans

Want
go
to
to
the
If You

Mogollons

Get
on

Murphey'sPassenger,Expressand Mail Line.
Stage Leaves Silver City at

8 a. m.

every day except Sunday

is going on in Cuba

am for Mogollón and intermediate points.
A revolution
success
sanguineof
are
revolutionists
the
Already large quantities of arms and am
All passengers and express must go to
munition are in the hands of the revolu
tionistB and they expect that yellow fever oflice from which place the stage starts.
will assist them very materially in kill-

ing off the Spanish troops during the
coming summer.

W.

M.

Wells, Fargo

& Co's.

express

Murphey.
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Cannlgre.
one of its best, brightest and honored
E, E. GANDARA.
The cultivation of canaigre bids fair to members. And be it further
Reiohed. That a conv of these resolu
become one of the important industries
GOLD AND SILVERSMITH.
of new Mexico.
Since the works for the tions be sent to the family of our beloved
extraction of tannic acid from canaigre brother, the local newspapers of this
were erected at Deming, the cultivation city for publication, and these proceed Jewelry Made to Order Repairing
ings be spread on the records of our
of this root has been commenced in difNeatly Done.
ferent parts of the territory, but more lodge.
John Spiller, )
attention lias been paid to its culture in
Committee.
Aaron Schutz,
PRICES REDUCED.
the Pecos valley than anywhere else.
II. S. Gillett,
There it is grown in large quantities.
Satisfaction Guaranteed.
At the agricultural college farm at Las
Yunklu St. Silver City. N. M.
F.
Cruces its culture has been made a sub
FLEMING CATTLE CO.
ject for special consideration and a bul
FIRE, LIFE AND ACCIDENT
letin was published some time ago conRange :
taining important information regarding
INSURANCE.
Fleming and
the cultivation of canaigre.
vicinity.
In the vicinity of Deming large quail
Notahy Pl'lU.lC.
Postollice :
titles of the root have been grown with
Silver Citv,
success. The plant is indigenous to New
X. M.
Ollli'o at
Mexico and may
found in its wild
SILVER CITY, NEW MEXICO.
state in most parts of this county. It
can foe grown with prolit in any part
of the county not too remoto from
A
railroad shipping points.
fair
crop can be grown without irrigaThe Eagle for a year's subscription will lie presented with n copy of
tion, but better results are obtained
World Almanac.
where the ground can be irrigated the
It requires about three years for the root
to attain its full size, but it may lie dug
earlier or allowed to remain in the
ground for a much longer period without
detriment.
As a tanning agent it is caid to have no
superior and the supply is not likely to
equal the demand for many year. yet to
8 GB,
AND
come. The cutting of many thousand
of acres of forest in the east is ncccssar
The Best Reference Book Printed.
in order to obtain oak and hemlock bark
A Volume of over 500 pages
for the me oí the tannerie.H there.
It Treats 1,400 topics
Eventually some other agent will have
to take the place of oak and hemlock
Endorsed by STATESMEN,
hark in the tanning process, in the supply of then1 barks will not last always in
EDUCATORS and
the east where the area of forest is being
STUDENTS everywhere.
rapidly diminished.
The production of canaigre in this
Has Reached Such a State of Percounty could easily be made to exceed
fection That it Is a Veritable
the production oí gold and silver in the
Encyclopedia of Facts, Statispalmiest days oí silver mining in liraul
tics and Events Brought Down
county and there is no iviu ii why atto January First, 1895.
tention should not be turned to the culvolume is a whole library
tivation nf this rout anil that at once.
THE 1895
One can hardly think
itself.
Kt'HotUtlllllH
of Ul'KpcH.
of a question it cannot answer. It tells
resolutions of
adopted by
all about party platforms, election staSilver City lodge No. S, A. I". A A. M. at
tistics, the new tariff, religions of the
a meeting held at their hall Match 7,
earth, population everywhere, state and
A. L. oS'l.'), A. D. IHU'i.
government statistics, occupations of
Windows, It has plea-c- d
the (iraud
men, foreign matters, literature, science
Archill ct of the univeive u call from

Wm.

Lorenz,

rost-olllc- e.

1

FREE TO OUR SUBSCRIBERS.

THE

V0pDimjINIC
ENCYCLOPEDIA FOB

.i

1

1

,

ft

this lodge to i he grand lodge above, our
lii'loved brother John I!. Admr, and
f Silver
Wiiuühas, It is i h.- de.iire
to ex-- !
City lodge No. S, A. K. A A.
press to the bereaved family oí our beloved brother their hear. felt sympathy
in this their hour oí ulll.c:inu. Tin

and education.

j

In

other,

That in the dea

S,ler

I PRICE,
I

h oí

our
C'iiy lodg.- Nn. S, has lost

It

is . . .

AMERICA'S STANDARD YEAR BOOK.

-

be it
.'(.,, ci,

WipS

j

25 CENTS.
postpaid by mail,
Address THE WORLD, New York City.
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CONNECTICUT'S

GYP3Y PRINCE.

He Makes Ungular llorso Trading Tour
or the Country.

For over forty years a family of gypsies have been residents of this state.
At the present time one of them claims
to bo the head of the gypsies in t,h is
country, says a liridgeport correspondent of the New York Sun. lie is
Prince William and lives with his family near East Hartford. The East Hartford branch is the main branch of the
family. All the male members of the
family arc born 'horse traders and arc
known all over New England as upright
and honest business men. Attached to
their residence at East Hartford are
stables which in winter are always
filled with choice horses. One of the
interesting sights at the barn arc the
wagons in which Prince William and
family go off on their annual trips.
These wagons cost from one thousand
to twenty-fiv- e
hundred dollars each.
There are branches of the family in
New Haven and also in this city, and
when one of these trips about the country takes place the other branches join
it. The trips are usually begun about
the 1st of August and sometimes extend into the winter months, the family
traveling in the south when cold
weather arrives in New England. The
family lately returned from a trip
which was begun last August. On
these trips spare horses are taken along
to trade. This means a cavalcade of a
dozen gorgeous wagons and about one
hundred horses. The entire family,
men, women and children, go along.
The party keep together, traveling by
easy stages, about twenty r.iiloa a tky
being considered a good journey. When
hurried they can make forty miles a
day. The place selected for the night's
resting-plac- e
is usually a grove. There
the wagons are drawn up in a eirjlo,
the fires lighted and supper prepared
After the evening meal the entire family gather around Prince William's it nt
or wagon and the ufaira of the family
are discussed. A watchman pa'.rols the
camp all night to guard the horses.

MARCH 18, 1895.

of the early heroes and heroines of romance are old before they reach what
we should call middle life. And at the
beginning of our own century Jane
Austen, whose testimony is always unimpeachable, speaks of the healthy and
contented woman of forty as having a
good prospect of twenty years of life
yet. Twenty years! What woman of
asks the Providence Journal,
thinks of herself as falling into decrep
itude at sixty? Elsewhere in Miss Austen's pages we run across people who
are old with the passage of half a century of life. But now we have Gladstones at eighty and over, and think
nothing of it.

11

to-da-

THIS WAS

A

SMART CAT.

E EAGLE

now He Convinced Hlmnlf That It Wa9
For
Ills Own Image.
The late Dr. Romanes, in his "Animal Intelligence," gives two stories of
cats, which, on seeing their own reflecWe want The Eagi.e to le read
tion in a looking glass, convinced themselves that the reflection was an illu- during the coming year by every
sion. In the case of a very intelligent
cat of mine, he went, I think, a step be- family in Grant county. It will
yond this namely, he satisfied himself continue to be the best, neatest and
that it was in some way his own image. newsiest local paper published in
Even if my deduction is wrong, the first
It will advocate
part of his proceedings was so singularly New Mexico.
like those in Dr. Romanes' accounts, democratic principles and oppose
that it seems as though it were a uniform law of cat nature to act in this all rings, cliques and combinations
way, and so far it may not be alto- of whatever character.
gether uninteresting.
"I put tho cat on a table, in front of
(Éagle
a small toilet mirror. After looking at
his reflection for a short while, he went
behind the, glass; then he returned to
to all the
bis seat in front, and again watched it will keep an eye open
attentively. After a few moments he interests of the taxpayers of the
rapidly dashed behind it. ne again re- county, every one of whom will
turned to his scat in front of the glass,
and, while retaining his seat and keep- find it to his interest to take Tiik
ing his eyes fixed on the image, he Eaclk.
struck about behind the glass with his
In order to enable every person
paw in different directions.
sugin
fancy,
"His next action, was, I
Grant county to judge of the
gested by seeing the image apparently character of tho paper, we will send
strike with its paw also. Keeping his
scat and, retaining his eye fixed on the
.
.
i .i í i:e
io ui i may r.se
image, ne procceueu
The G;;iglc
INCREASING LENGTH OF LIFE. the word) posture m iront ot l.'u: ,r,l..oS.
He raised his paws alternately, li .hod
Modern llorolncg nt Leant Am .Much
them, touched the glass, moved his from now until May ló, 1895, for
Longer Lived Th in Jim Au f n'i '..ere.
de-i- t
25 cents. Send in your subscripIs the human race becoming longer-live- d head, etc. I have tried to simply
avoid
.Tibe
far
possible
as
and
facts,
as
despile the fret and fever of modtion and that of your neighbor.
ern civilization? It is an intere'.;thig drawing conclusions."
question, and it may very probably be
nu nips on the Earth.
in the
answered some day by
Address
The alarming theories propounded
affirmative. The longevity of rrofos-siona- l
up
one
sit
at firs'
ffhe (!';ifili
men is now generally considered by scientists make
M. de Lappaiva!
to be greater than that of farr.iery ami glance. For example,
s
Silver City, X. M.
mechanics. In other word.., intcllcjtu-a- l read a paper before the sicnti.i.!
in which
day
other
Paris
the
at
activity, although in many re.",pe-!- s
to prove that the mountains
more exhausting than physical, has hi he labored
f the earth are decreasing in izo, ami
eííoet
a
upon
salutary
main
the
the
;
hat they will ultimately vanish alto- human frame. It may bo thor.trve:
ether. The tremendous friction of the
'
rather than the musjles upon which wo ;.'.mosphere
is wearing them away
is
coma
mainly depend, after all. It
said, exemplified the
Alps,
he
'.'ho
monplace of observation that the big,
youth, the Pyrenees the maturity, the
hearty men are constantly dropping
of Provence the declining
out of the world, while those of t:.r .mountains
;. ;ars and the central plateau of France
more fragile organisations, apparently,
he death and dissolution of mountain
live on to a ripe old age.
Hut don't worry. Four or five
tv.ngcs.
As to the increasing longevity of the
years must slip by
thousand
r.mdred
race generally, there i;i no liUle in
bumps on the earth's surface
the
Vfore
thi:)
on
to
head
1:
ntal testimony
re raxed.
from various sources, üor.'.o

1895.

T
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;
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the
ORIGIN OF THE AZTECS. three primitive savage races with Euprehistoric white races of northern
rope, the Azes, or Asar, we have the
A

Recent Explorer Thinks They root Wash, as in Washington,
Came from Scandinavia.

Great Ilnrm Dono by the Wanton Destruction or Historie Uncords of the
Race Scientist! Have. Not Improved Mutters.

"I am glnd to note that scientists,
ind particularly philologists, are at
mst milking pood headway in deciphering the hieroglyphics of the Aztecs,"
said Dr. Wcndail Mees, of Ithaca, N.
Y., to a writer of the St. Louis
"I have just returned from
an extended visit to our sister republic,
during which I made the most careful
researches, with results which are highly gratifying to me. There remains no
doubt in my mind that the warlike and
highly civilized tribes which Cortes
found in Mexico were of Scandinavian
origin and very closely allied to our
own Saxon forefathers. I believe we
shall soon be able to establish this fact
beyond a question of doubt. Indication point to the Scandinavians having
come over from the great northern
peninsula as early as the fourth cenGlobe-Democra- t.

tury

11. C.

"Speaking of Cortes and the Spanish
conquerors raises a perfect storm of
p:;nt-u- p
indignation within me every
lime I hear the name, for the world
will never be able to fully realize the
harm they have done by their wanton
destruction of the records they found
and the stumbling blocks they have put
in the way of sjicntiil; researchers.
There are not enough of the hioroglyh-i- c
records of the Aztecs remain! rig to
ever complete our knowledge of their
civilization, but, in my opinion, the
worst barriers have been sujjossfully
passed. Many of our sjientists have
befogged a very plain question con cern-in- g
Mexican hieroglyphic ;. There never
was a uniform system of written or
printed records anywhere. They all
the prin jipíos of several distinct systems. This is trae of Egypt as
well as Mexico. A majority of the
in
hieroglyphics of nomenclature
Egypt were based on the rebus, or
where the pijturo; give
the sound, but not the s jii ;e. This implies the existence of two languages in
that country, one which gave the
meaning and the other to which the
picture belonged.
"The same sy.item was used in Mexico. The hieoroglyph for Iluaseyacac,
pronounced Was'iyj.i. is a twig of the
luíase fruit coming out of the nose, or
yacae, of a human face.
"The meaning, however,
different. Wash or Washu must have
ben the name of the god of war, and,
as Kak, or Cae, mean ) red, and the
Culwas were red men, lluascyacae
must have meant the Ited God of War.
The peculiarity of the word is that it
presents what we may cull the Scandinavian dialed L- f civuila of a name of
great antiquity f:und in many countries and not originally belonging to
the red men of Europe and northern
p.'ople ;. v.'h '.'an bo
"ri vi. In t'i.
'i.'.- l!y Ira . 1 1
the mh;; krj of the
-

-

Washoo

and like words. The older form was
Has, as in Basinghall, I5ashinstoke,Rass,
Ihisqueses, etc., in actual nomenclature, and lies, Bessaria, liosna, in
indent times. Iluitzilipoctli was a
Atte and not a name, and the lolling
tongue is hieoroglyphic for the word
IV.ip, showing that Huitzilipochtli was
he demon Lap, or the god of war, as
viewed by the red races. This hieroglyphic is based upon the Saxon word
Lap, to take up water with the tongue,
,tnd is proof positive of the Scandinavian origin of the Aztecs.
"Going further into this we have
found that the hieroglyph for Lap was
the rabbit, because Lepus rebuses
with Lap, and we infer from that that
the rabbit god of the Algonquins is a
iroof that the Aztecs must have had intercourse by some means with the civilized races from whom the Romans got
their word lepus. In every nation that
refused to eat the hare there must have
been similar intercourse, no matter
under what pretext it was declined as
an article of food."
THE MIKADO NO GOD TO HER.
Kmpreu of Jap in Has a Mind and 'Will
of Her Own.

Although Empress Ilaruko of Japan,
in public at any rate, manifests the
same degree of religious veneration for
the sacred person of the mikado that
i ; exacted
from the remainder of his
nbjeots. yet she is credited with display in in private something very much
e
atikin to ontempt for his
tributes. Whereas he is distinctly dull
:nd heavy, both physically and
his wife, on the contrary, is
for her cleverness, her enlighten- d ideas, and for her strength of
:ha actor. In Japan, as elsewhere in
.he orient, women are expected to remain obsequiously in the background
'.".id to follow meekly in the wake of
'.heir husbands, but Empress i'. ruko
tices the lead, and, us the de. i ledly
i.'ttor half of the two, make-- Iv.- husband yield to her superior int. Iligonoc
and inlluence.
To her more than anyone i !;;.- b. longs
the credit for the extraordinarily rapid
advance of Japan in the pa'.hof westin
ern civilization, and in hi r I'TAn-lb.dialfofhor picturesque country she
is greatly assisted by the ailvi :e of Empress Frederick of Ger: :::ny, with
she is in regular v.V'.kly cor-- v
viondonce. Indeed, many of the new
1.. partures in Japanese life of the preset day may be traced to the reooin-- !
endations of the eldest and by far
:!;e most accomplished daughter of
Queen Victoria.
semi-divin-

men-:.;.ll-

-

-

Costumes of tho Spaniards.

The wealthier Spanish womeu dress
very plainly, few wearing bonnets in
the street, adorning their heads with
lace instead, although those who dress
for state occasions follow the latest
Parisian styles. The men are dark-iye- d
and usually wear a sort of cape in
winter, which thrown over their shoul-dei- s
jives thorn a military appearance.

WmNi

THEY CAN'T GET.

WHAT

How a Certain Llttlo Human Weakness
Affects tho I urnlture Trade.

"John," said a furniture salesman, the
other clay, to the mover whom he had
summoned, "this bedroom set is sold,
but it is not to be delivered just yet,
Move it out of the salesroom at once,
and store it somewhere until I want it."
"What's the use of moving it until you
nend it up to me?" asked the purchaser,
Mly. "Why don't you leave it where it
is?"

The salesman, says a New York
uttered a queer little laugh
said:
' It is evident that you were never in
".io furniture business, or you would
.iot usk that question.
If I should
r.iark that set 'sold' and leave it here
in the salesroom in plain sight it would
probably lose us several good sales."
"How so?" asked the purchaser, with
unbelieving look.
"It illustrates a universal wealmessof
'
nature," laughed the salesman.
"I.. T.ybody wants what he can't get,
.".
there is nothing quite so attractive
) '. 1: j average buyer as a piece of
f ur-- .
re that somebody else has bought
.vloro he came around. If I left that
j.lroom set out marked 'sold' half a
..r..s.i persons would say before night
.hat it was exactly the set they wanted,
r..d when they heard there were no
duplicates they would fuss around enviously and nothing else in the establishment would satisfy them.
"Eventually they would go off discontentedly and buy elsewhere, though
i he chances are that if there wore no
void' tag on the set none of them
would give it more than a passing
glance, while a fair proportion of them
would purchase other sets. It is a lit-t- k
human weakness, that is all."
So arises one of the tricks of the
trade. When a dealer sells a piece of
furniture of which he has no duplicates
he hustles it out of the salesroom as
'iui :kly as ho can, lost it lose him other
irado, liut when he sells a piece of
furniture of which he has duplicates
lie puts a big "sold" tag on it and
h aves it in open sight as long as possible for a bait to others.
e,

".

MERCHANTS AND CRAFT GUILDS
A

Sort of Trades I'nlon That Existed In
tho Twelfth ( rntnry.

During the twelfth eentury merchant
guilds arose in 11 the towns of impor- .:nce in England, nnd in the next een- v.ry a further development of town
iK- took place in the rise of Craft guilds.
Those associations were composed of
ho artisans engaged
in a certain
industry
a
in
particular
)wn. I!y tho growth
of popula
üou, it is evident that when tin
":civhant guilds had attained thei.
Jrst century there would be n considerable number of persons dwelling ir
tho town who would not bo eligible tc
membership of the guild either as landholders or as the heirs of guildsinon.
.Many of these would be skilled in some
r.r.rsuit or calling; and naturally they
voi.ld adopt tho best means of secur- :?g t!u ir rights nnd protecting their in- -.
by '.. .l.i.v-- o:. 1:10:1 action against
1

i

'

:.

,
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tho rest of the community.
The curliest craft guilds were those
of the weavers and fullers of woolen
cloth, says a writer in the Westminster
Review. The guild of bakers is nearly
an old, and that of the leather dressers,
or eorvesars, dates from about the samo
period. At first there was a struggle
between the merchant guilds and tho
craft guilds, as the one body naturally
strove to retain its monopoly of the
government of the town anil the other
endeavored to share in its municipal
privileges. Hut the circumstances of
the time were such as to quickly unite the two bodies in a common resistance to the tyranny
of
(lie sovereign power, or of the great
; a:l:'l lords. In turn, the monarch
.".rind it good policy to foster the towns,
both with the object of developing their
wealth, and so of acquiring a source of
revenue for himself, as well as of bringing into existence a factor to counterbalance the overgrown power of the
nobles.
A

A CLUB
Memberi
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FOR JILTED

engaged in demonstrating the useful
qualities of a new exercising apparatus.
While the eyes of the crowd were
fixed on the graceful bendings and
twistings of the exhibitor, there was a
sharp report, as though something
fragile had fallen upon the sidewalk.
The woman from whose hand the package had fallen, and who was a pictur i
of respectability, stooped and picked
up the paper, which was dripping wet,
and, easting one despairing glance at
it, dropped it quietly in the gutter and
hastened up Broadway, as though she
had an important engagement which
demanded her immediate attention.
In tho meantime tho contents of the
package had been spreading over the
sidewalk, and aa the odor of good old
rye insinuated itself into the nostrils of
the crowd a broad grin spread over tho
faces of everyone except an old tramp
who sat down on the edge of the gutter
und wept bitterly at the sad sight of
such a waste of good material.

MEN.

Pledged to Wage a Loveless
War on the Fair Sex.

I accepted an invitation the other day
to dine with a friend at a club that lie

assured me was unlike, in some respects, any other club in the world,
says a New York correspondent of tho
We went to
Cincinnati Enquirer.
Twenty-nint- h
street and entered a
building that was not materially different in appearance from a thousand
other houses in town that are used a i
residences by the well to do. The
menu cards and the servants' button;
were marked by a neat monogram of
the letters "J. C." My companion settled himself in an easy chair, and proceeded to explain.
"This club," he said, "owes existence
to the whim of a very rich man who has
hardly turned thirty years. lie was
The lady was wealthy, well
...Kiocted and moved in tha same social
'.'.k'3 that he did. He was rich
:wr."h to satisfy any reasonable wor.i-ila- .
.Moreover, his character was beyond reproach.
"Perhaps ho was a little, cold in his
wooing. I don't know. He did not
know what defeat meant. Perhaps he
unconsciously took it for granted that
any woman must find him all suflicient,
and that it would be unnecessary, even
unbecoming, to ply the ordinary loverV.
arts that are generally believed to bi
so fetching with the fair sex. At a.
events,' the young lady one day gav.
him to plainly understand that h
wouldn't do. She returned his pre:,- cnts I don't suppose lie had ever written her a love letter, so she couldn't rc- turn any burning literature and told
him to apply elsewhere for a wife. Con-- !
siderably stunned, lie could only exclaim: "Jilted! jilted!" He bought thi:;
house at first simply with the idea ci
living in it, but one day he chanced
across a friend who had hada similar
experience with the fair sex, and, after
comparing notes, they decided to livj
together to pursue the same line of
campaign in society; that is, to
make themselves as interesting
as
possible to women, but never on any
provocation to marry, liefore long
they heard of another acquaintance
whose engagement had been broken by
the lady, and they took him in. So,
little by little, the affair has grown to
its present proportions, a small, but select and contented club."
"And the initials J. C. mean, the"
"Jilted club, exactly. Every member
must have been jilted, and every mci:.-be- r
hi supposed to enter society freely
and play tor hearts to take them, but
never to surrender his own. In the
event of his getting entangled and entering upon a new engagement his
membership lapses at once."
cn-,.i:-

FIGHT TO THE DEATH.

How Two Wnrriom In the Interior of
lifrWii Settled Their I.nvo Affairs.
Even in the interior of South Africa
will induce men to fight. If
j. :ilbii:

two M;:tabele warriors offer the same
r.unilvr of cows to the father of a belle
for her possession, arms are resorted to
to decide the superiority of one or the
other, and one of the combatants is
r.:;".::!ly killed in the contest. One of
Ma j. to: V.'issraann's oilieers accidental-- '
y witnessed such a duel and described
u as follows:
"Toward sundown while resting near
r.n immense bowlder of the 'Ingogo
drift' we were suddenly disturbed from
deep by yelling and a noise of clashing
arms. Looking up I saw three Zulus
jumping around and belaboring each
other with thin sticks. I asked my
servant Tom what was the matter, lie
replied this was a duel for a woman.
i'pon sign of the umpire, who watched
the fray, motionless, tho sticks were
changed for clubs, and another set-t- o
with this formidable weapon followed.
Suddenly another sign was given, the
clubs were thrown awav and both ran
in different directions. About thirty
yards from the former position both
turned und lifted the assagais, throwOne of the
ing them at each other.
' .úr.a had approached our hiding place,
behind tho bowlder, so that I could almost touch him. Just as he lifted his
spear for a second throw his adver-- 1
n.iry's assagai hit him in the breast.
Without a sound ho collapsed. Tho
other the victor returned to the kraal
to fetch the woman, now his."
i

Ship Lnn:ic!i'n:; In J.ipnn.

The Japanese apply one of their many
"pretty ways" to the launching of
ships. They nr.c no wine. They hang
over the ship's piuv a brge pasteboard
ergo full cf birds, r.iul the n:or.: nt the
ship is afloat a man pulls a G'.ring. the
cr.;" opens and the birds lly away,
the nir alive with music and
the whirr of wings. Tho idea is that
the birds welcome the ship as she. begin:, he career as a thing of life.

-

WHY THE TRAMP WEPT.
But the Lady Who Dropped the Bottle
Suid Never a Word.
A large crowd of spectators, the majority of whom were women, wcrv
t.tanding in front of a show window on

Broadway one day, says a New York
exchange, watching the movements of
a i.ms.'iilar young man. who was busily
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Ketcnge

..ter

Twenty Years.

lie was asking the old man for his
daughter in marriage. He was talking
tremblingly, hesitatingly, says the
SpringSt'ld Union, as you read of in
story books, and the scene was full of
color, so far as an irate father and a
nerveless young man could make it. 1'
came the old man's turn to speak, and
as he began his faje was white with
passion and his voice shook with excitement. "You want to marry my
daughter?" ho said. "Ah, now is the
time for my revenge. Twenty yea s
ago your father crippled mo in a sto k
deal and I swore to be revenged. And
now my time has conw." He paused for
breath, and the aspirant for the
maiden's hand was about to beat a
hasty retreat in the face of supposed
defeat, when tho father broke forth
again: "Yes, sir, I swore to be revenged, and now I'll strike the father
through the son. Want my daughter
eh? Well, take her, and may she prove
us expensive to you as she has to me.''
The old man dropped into his chair,
worn out with the e::citemcntof his plot,
and the young nan fainted.
A V.iIikm

'

j

'

'

j

Ki!

tótn ÜCletal.

Count Woron::o"í Dachkolf, the Russian court minister, who is one of the
most important o.'.i Mais in the state,
was one of those chief friends of the
late ezar and tho only surviving one.
At the new cxar's earnest request l:c
was to remain in oilice until the coronation took place to regulate the
ceremonial of that great event. Besides re gulat ing the court ceremonial
he has the management of the czar's
private propert y, which brings in a revenue of ten million dollars yearly.
To

fill

z.i

Culm.

Nearly a hundred schemes have boon
devised for utilizing culm, the name
given to the i'.iv. dust or refuse of coal
t'.iat is shipped i'ror.i the mines. Many
of these s :iiencs have proved úseles;.
It is now suggested that elcctri 'al
power plants be established at all coal
mines whore mini accumulates a.id
that it be used as fuel for generating
power, which could then bo conveyed
by wire to neighboring cities.
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HAND

WKESTLING.

A New Fad That Is Now Popular
with Students.
Even the Stem Professors of a Philadelphia University Yield to the Fascinations of the Game How
It Is Played.

fail to put in his appearance on

the

An athletic fad of recent birth but
very remarkable growth in popularity
has replaced football in the affections
of a host of University of Pennsylvan a
tudonts.
It is indifferently classed
under a whole dictionary of titles,
such as hand, India and Malay wrestling; but no one seems to know just
iwajtly what is the proper word by
which to designate the sport. It was
iiiT.t introduced to the college boys a
stul'.nv months ago by an
dent in the Engineering school, and in
ii very few days there was hardly a
:;'nglo undergraduate who had not
tried his hand at the game.
I Tot satisfied with the capture of the
..'.'options of the students, the
fad has made its inroadu
into the ranks of the faculty itself.
Those professors who are too old or
too dignified to take part in the fun
content themselves with being very
much interested but passive spectators. But many of the younger instructors are not proof against the
fascinations of the new game, and almost daily contests between the
younger and more active members of
the teaching corps and the students
are held in the various halls and class
rooms.
It does not take many words to de
scribe this apparently irresistible sport,
says the Philadelphia Record. The two
contestants take a tight grip with their
right hands, each advances his right foot
to meet the right foot of his opponent,
and then they brace themselves hard
with the left leg. At a given signal
the struggle begins, the object being
to prevent your opponent from moving
you from your feet, and at the same
time compel him to shift from his posi
tion. The man who moves either foot
first is the loser.
The rules allow one to move the foot
up and down on the toe or heel, but not
to slide, roll or lift it from the floor
The right hand is allowed to touch the
floor, but not the left, as that would
serve to steady one contestant at the
expense of the other. Neither contest
nut is allowed to use the body or head
to assist in the overthrow of his oppo
nent.
From the description it might be itn
agined that the game allowed a very
flight development of skill, but that is
not the case. The present university
champion isa small fellow, but the way
lie can topple over heavy opponents is
u lesson, lie has a number of very
clever tricks, one of which throws his
rival off his feet and down on his shoulders with a thud ever after to be remembered.
The most amusing side of the new
game comes from its surprising popularity, and the lack of preparation required for a contest. Does a professor

A FUMmY MAIN'S

mo

ment, or leave the room, and it is ten to
one tliat the entire class will be on foot
in an instant, and when the rcpresent- itive of the faculty returns he will find
the room occupied by struggling
couples. All the spare time between
hours is employed in the same way,
frequently with a professor or so as
part of the interested audience.
It was only a few days ago that a big
crowd gathered in the gymnasium to
see the champion of the Engineering
school try his skill against V. D. Oil- good, the great halfback. Owing t,;
some misunderstanding, Osgood did no',
appear, but, lesthe should finally como.
a very busy proiossor, who had taken a
moment from his work to see the fray,
and did not wish to miss it on any ac
count, left word that he was to be Kent
for in case Osgood did finally arrive.
If you see any university student
whose wrist or hand is painted with
iodine, and whose knuckles are badly
skinned, you mav place him down as a
devotee of the new game of hand- wrestling.

His Cumbersome Logic Not In It with
I!cr Good ( ommoii Sense.
My ideal wife, writes Hill Nye in the
Philadelphia Press, is a comrade who
wins me from down town, and who

agrees with mo generally, and if not,
is quite likely to, be because I am
wrong. She is one who has repeatedly
proved that her impressions are better
than the expensive opinions of my attorney.
She sees where clanger lies while I
am groping about, by means of cumbersome logic, to arrive later at the
same conclusion
She does not claim to be literary, but
discovers at once when an author becomes artificial and writes from the
head rather than the heart.

it

hand-wrestli-

GEOLOGICAL

PUZZLE

IDEAL WIFE.

IN OHIO.

Pebbles In TbomaidH of Tons Found Far
Popnslt.
from Any Klm'-liA few miles east of Youngstown, 0.,
in the township of Coilsville, winch
makes the northeast corner of Mahoning county, is a freak of nature of an
entirely exceptional character, says the
Pittsburgh l)i ;pateh. I.ismg a.iove an
otherwise rather level sumnmlnig is
an irregular elevation co:.ipo.;ed almost
wholly of smooth, white pebbles, such
as one sees in lhc i.aiul pui.ipings after
torpedoing "poblle roJ.c" and whie-may also be seen conglomerated in
some localities where certain roek
strata are exposed. The peculiar bank
under consideration consists of several
acres, with the highest point perhaps
ten or twelve feet high and gradually
thinning out into the common plain.
There is nothing anywhere in t!.o region to suggest anything of the kind,
no trail of suuh material to show where
it came froir, but when the thin soil ii
removed it is simply one i;ias.i of these
peculiar and evidently water-wor- n
stones, ranging in size from a comí; ion
The deposit must
pea to a marble.
amount to lens of thousands of tons.
It would be 'most interesting to have an
explanation of this pebble bank from
some of the authorities on geology, on
the accepted hypotheses of glaciation.
It would indeed lie worth listening to
to have it explained how this mass was
slowly shoved perhaps two thousand or
three thousand miles, dumped bodily
in Coitsville, without a trail of detritus
by which it could be traced to its lair.
The surrounding region is singularly
free of this ki::d of material, and how
came so large a quantity of this rock no
rarely seen in strata, all smoothed and
polished oil into these myriads ot peb
íliiout a
bles, to lie resting hereV
doubt these little white policies are
eloquent, with a marvelous history, both
as to origin and method of transporta'
lion, but who is it tliat is equipped to
discern "the still small voice." tliat
cornea through the interminable ages,
and lo rrivoii-- the
ri tatioa?

She

is

level-heade-

rather

than

She knows when to

strong-minde-

applaud her husband without making
a goose of him, and how to criticise
without offending him.
She delights in benefiting the needy
whom she khows, rather than make
blanc mange for the people on the UpShe does not say kind
per Congo.
words by long distance telephone, but
anticipates the waius of the deserving
in her own neighborhood.
She can give pointers to a professional cook, and compels good service
because she is familiar with all the details of good housekeeping.
She can transact business whenever
an emergency arises, but is glad to
turn it over to the husband when he is
at hand.
The ideal wife is also the ideal moth
er. She has no abnormal affection for
wheezy dogs.
She is a good fellow with her husband, and the confidante and comrade
of her sons and daughters.
She reveres the honest elements of
religion without being a beggar or
hustler for the church. She does not
neglect her home or her children in order to wipe out a church debt, which
should not have been incurred.
She is the kind of a woman to encourage wedlock by her glorious ex- ,
, .
.
.
n
ampie, ione is tae Kind to make confirmed bachelors and old maids pity
themselves.
Finally, she compels her husband to
congratulate himself, and to wonder
what lie would have been without her.
She ii unselfish. She is healthy in
mind and body, and she is the mother
of good citizens. She makes the world
better for having lived in it, "and of
of buch is the kingdom of Heaven."
YOUNG MEN

AT THE FRONT.

Few Venerable to I5n loiitnl Anions
i'overelsns mi l ShUvHinen.

During the first decade after the
war, and throughout
the niajur part of the second, the destinies of Eur.ipe were controlled by
m nurohs and statesmen of advanced
age. Their power is now vested in the
h' llunf comparatively very young
mea. This i s. indeed, the epoch of
y.mth.
her J lionoonsfiold.
Prinr
(iortohakolT.
Prince liismarek, !..
T.i.oiv., D.'pretis, CladstoiU! and the
I) i ;i h st't'.o ,man, Eitrupp. have ail
e.i: li.'r die or wicii Irawn into private
Franco-Oerma- n

1
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OUR FIRST SEA BATTLE.
lifo, mil the samo muy be said o their
masters. The German emperor, who is It Was w'.th a HritiBli Ship and Resulted
In a Victory for America-Till- !
undoubtedly the man at the helm in
the Teutonic empire, is only thirty-thre- e
first battle in which a regularly
years old; the prince of Hulearía commissioned American war vessel was
is thirty-threthe emperor of Russia, engaged was fought 11!) years ago totwenty-six- ,
day (November 29), says the New York
while the king of
the king of Portugal and the Sun. It was the action between the
king of Greece are all young men. Massachusetts state cruiser Lee and
Still more youthful are the queen of the liritish armed transport Nancy. In
Holland, the young king of Servia and the war of the revolution some of the
the little king of Spain.
As regards states fitted out cruisers at their own
statesmen, we find young men, such as expense, and, though entirely distinct
Lord llosebery and Mr. Asquith, the from the war vessels commissioned by
husband-elec- t
the continental congress, they freof Miss MargotTennant,
occupying the principal executive óni- quently performed service of great
ces of the Itritish crown. The Austrian benefit to all the colonies. The Lee
prime minister, Prince Windischgraet,, had a commission from Gen. Washingis under forty, and Cardinal Rampolla. ton permitting her to cruise in the vithe papal secretary of state, is barely cinity of lioston for the purpose of in-

defeated by Justin liuttcrlicld. i.e .... ;
disappointed, but had he not been
he would have spent his life in
obscurity instead of becoming presi
dent of the United States.
Oliver Cromwell was once on board a
ship bound for America, but he was
taken back by a constable, and the result was that he became one of the
greatest men England ever knew.
I' lyases Grant would not have been a
mil lil i y man hud it not been that his
rival fi r a West Point cadetship had
been found to have six toes on each
foot instead of five.
'1 he i;ivat silver mine,
the "Silver
King." was discovered by the lucky
acciilent of a prospector throwing a
piece of rock at u lazy mule.

e;

Wur-tember-

one or two years over that age. M.
Casimir-l'erier- ,.
the French president,
is about forty-eigyears of age,
while M. Depuy, formerly prime minister, and now president of the chamber of deputies, is about three years
younger. Many other names might b.;
added to the list, but the above will
sullice to show that we are living in
the golden age of youth, and that while
age and experience are at a discount
youth and enthusiasm are above par.
DIX'S FAMOUS ORDER.

The Original Document Id Apparently Mot
Where It Should lie.

Representative Grady, of North Carolina, is a gentleman of correct habits
and gieat dignity. He is also an ardent
student of history and literature, says
the Washington Post. Not long ago he
walked into the house library, and, accosting one of the young men who are
appointed to wait on members, he requested him to get a copy of the book
containing the famous order of Gen.
Dix to shoot any man on the spot who
attempts to haul down the American
fluff.

The clerk began to search for the
book, running over shelves of historical
volumes, groping in dusty corners, and
turning over pages of war histories
that would be likely to contain a copy
of the order. Finally, after spending
half an hour in unavailing search, he
said to Mr. Grady:
"I can't find it. There is but one
place where 1 know you can find it."
"Where is that?" asked Grady.
"In Plank's saloon, on Pennsylvania
avenue. I've seen the original order
there, in a frame hung up for the inspection of the public."
"In Plank's saloon, eh?" echoed Mr.
Grady, fixing his eyes sharply on the
young man. "Well, sir, I never go
into a saloon. It strikes me, young
e
man, that you know more about
whisky than you do about literature."
high-grad-

Few SnlnU In New ICngland.

Saints cut only a small figure in the
geographical names of New England.
They re abundant upon the maps ( .'
most of the southern states save Vir
ginia and the Carolinas, and they are
to be found scattered over the rest of
the country in three or four different
languages.
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supplies for the liritish
tercepting
army. One of the greatest difficulties
chat confronted the American army at
the outbreak of the revolution was the
luck of arms, ammunition and clothing. With a view of securing these
supplies Washington commissioned a number of cruisers and
sent them out for the express purpose
of capturing some of the many Uritish
transports filled with warlike stores
that were expected to arrive on the
American coast about that time. The
Lee, commanded by John Manly, was
the first to make one of these captures.
November 29, 1775, she captured, after
a brier struggle, the liritish transport
Nancy and carried her into Cape Ann
Roads. The Nancy was luden with
just the supplies that the American
army most needed at that time. In her
cargo were 2,000 muskets and bayonets,
besides 8,001) fuses, 11 tons of musket
shot, 3,000 round shot for Impounders,
seva
mortar, two
eral barrels of powder, and fifty carcasses, or great frames for combustibles, to set buildings on tire. For this
va Viable capture Manly received u captain's commission in the regular navy,
frigate Hancock
and the new
was placed under his command,

HALF-BREE-

D

INDIANS.

Hew Llj;lit I'pon the I'rogrcai

of Racial
Amalgamation.
The researches of the United States
'.coarl nii'nt of ethnology have shed a
.cu". lit on the process of racial
on.. ,. l.iulion which is going on in
.oí., aiu t.lher lands. It appears that.
-

I

j:ui.., to the usual statement aiiu
t.ie popular belief, the fertility of the
Indians is not less than that
of the pure red and white races, but
even more, and hence there is no likelihood of the Indian race dying out.
Another singular fact, which is often
observed in the crossing of strains of
inferior animals, is that the
are of taller stature than the
pure Indians or the white French race
from which they have chiefly sprung.
Stature is not inherited in such a manner that the size of the hydrid or offspring is intermediate between the
sizes of the parent stocks. There is u
greater diversity of size in the
mixed race than in the pure
races; and it is further remarkable that the face of the
tends to reproduce that of one or other
of the parent stocks rather than an intermediate type. Moreover, the Indian
type has a stronger influence on the
s
offspring
than the white, and
HISTORY MADE BY LUCK.
"take after" the red man most
Many Notable Kvcii.s lave Occurred Beof all. Strange to say, Indian children
cause of Tiiv al Happcningi.
d
are, as a rule, taller than
Dr. Lafl'erty, of New Orleans, recentchildren, who come to maturity more
ly delivered u lecture on "Lee's Lack slowly. It is noted that in so far as int.
of Luck," says the.
termediate types of face are produced,
The doctor told how two English snobs, which happen comparatively seldom,
at a restaurant in Paris, by their sneers they are of a uniform character.
ilv vc Murat out of service u: a waiu-and through this accident Murat
American and Urltlsh Tout Orneen.
a marshal of France and king of
The United States has (9,085 post
..;'.Jes. Samples of lucky accidents offices, while Great liritain has 20,0ir,
wero numcr.m.i in ancient and modern yet the latter has 74,810 employes, to
history r.'.id there were also many
101. 085 for the former. The total rethat went tj show how many ceipts of the liritish postal service are
of the ancient:; believed in good luck or 852,120,000. and 875,080,479 in the Unite !
good '. 'Mine.
Napoleon had lost States. The number of letters handled
Waterloo through tiie mere ace: lent oí annually in Great liritain is 1,911,
L.Miging on an attack of sick lyjudache
and 2.852,220,000 in this country.
through eating onion and lamb against Great liritain makes a profit of
the advice of ids p!iy..ician.
by its postal business because
In 1J
quarrel between Conkling its service is confined to 121,000 square
i.f miles. Our 08,085 post oflices are scatand i.laii.e decided the presldeiv-the United .States many years uitev-viutered over an area of 3,501,409 square
when lilaine r,un agaiiisi t'leve-Li.- i miles, which results in a deficit this
'..
year of dull business of about $9,200.-00Aoniham Lincoln, after being a memwhich is nearly double the deficit
ber of congress, desired to eciire a of the year ended J tin- - 30, 1893
clerkship in Washington, but he was
half-bree-

d

half-bree-

half-bloo-

d

n

half-blood-

half-bree-

Times-Democra-

.i

800,-00-

l,
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CARDS.

Directory.

THE SUN.

A. ANCHETA.

J

ATTORNEY AT LAW.

Will practice In all the courts of tho territory. Criminal law a specialty. Office

corner Texas and Spring streets.
SILVER CITY
NEW MEXICO.
TAMES S. FIELDER,
O
ATTORNEY AT LAW,
Office in Broadway Hotel.

SILVER CITY

HL.
A.

N. M.

ATTORNEY AT LAW,
-

N.

M

II. HARLLEE.

ATTORNEY AT LAW.

SILVER CITY
JOHN
'J

N. M.

M. GTNN,

ATTORNEY AT LAW.

Will practice In all the Courts of the

SILVER CITY,

Territory.
-

-

-

Delegate- to Congress

Governor
Secretary
Chief Justice

"I

Bant.

G. D.

PICKETT,

SILVER CITY,
A

Thomas I?. Catron,
W. T. Thornton,
Lorlon Miller,
Thomas Smith,
N. 0. Collier,
II. It. Hamilton,
N. B. Luughlln,

The first of American Netospapen,

CHARLES A.DANA, Editor.

Associates

J

L. W.Lenoir, Clerk Third Judicial District
Surveyor General
Charles F. Easley,
Tho American Constitution, tho American
U. S. Collector
Charles M. Shannon,
Attorney
B.
U.S.
District
Hommlngway,
J.
V. B. Marshal Idea, tho American Spirit. These first, last,
Edward L. Hall,
11. W. Loomls,
Deputy U.S. Marshal
U. 8. Coal Mine Inspector and all tho time, forever.
J. W. Fleming,
J. H Walker, Santa Fe Register Land Office
Pedro Delgado, Santa Fe Rec'v'r Land Office
$0 a year
John I). Bryan, LasCruces Reg'r Land Office Dally, by mall
J. I. Ascarate, Las Cruces, Rec'v'r L'd Office
Office
Reg'r
Land
Richard Young, Roswell
$8 a year
v. . i.'osL'rnvn. Knswi'li. koc v r 1.111111 omce Dally and Sunday, by mall
Reg'r Land Office
W. W. Bnylo, Clayton,
$1 a year
H. C. l'lckels, Clayton,
Rec'v'r Land Office The Weekly
TEBMTOHIAL.

N. M.

Solicitor General
J. P. Victory,
T. I'HILLII'S,
District attorney
J. H. Crist, Santa Fe,
Young,
K.
L.
Las Cruces.
' PHYSICIAN AND SURGEON.
N. Wllkerson, Alb'iiue,
Ofllco at Bailey's drug Storu. Rooms
at T.
A. II. Harllee. Sliver City,
Dr. Bailey's residence
II. M. Daugherty, Socorro,
is tlio greatest Sunday Newspaper
SILVER CITY
N. M A. A. Jones, Las Vegas,
John Franklin. Eddv.
in the world.
Librarían
Jose Semi ni.
SECRET SOCIETIES.
S.
H.
Supreme
Court
Clancy,
Clerk
T
A. M.
E. II. Berginann.Superintendeut Penitentiary
Price 5c. a copy. By mail, $2 a year.
II Silver City Chapter, No. 2, at Masonic Geo.
W. Iwmehcl.
Adjutant General
Hall. Regular convocations on id Wednes- Samuel Eldodt,
Treasurer
day evening of each month. All companions Marcelino Garcia,
Address THE SUN, New York.
Auditor
invited to attend.
E. Cosuuovk, H. I. Amado Chavez,
Supt. of Schools
I'biiky B. Lady, Sec'y.
M. S. Hart,
Coal Oil Inspector

The Sunday Sun

F. & A. M.

A

Silver City Lodge. No. 8. Meets at Masonii.
ic Hall, over Silver City Nat'l Bank, the

Thursday evening on or before the full moon
each month. All visiting brothers Invited to
intend.
o. Bknnktt, W. M.
1'kkuy B. Lady, Sec'y.
A E.S.
ViSllver City Chapter No. 3, O. E. S. Meets
every 1st and 3d Tuesday In each month at
Masonic Hall. Miw. E. 0. T. Wakhkn, W. M.
Mits. Nki.i.y B. Lady, Sec'y.
T O. O.F.

1

the

Jas

L. Rldgely Encampment No. 1. meets
2d and 4th Wednesdays of each month.

COURT OF PltlVATE

It. V. Newsham,
N. A. Bolich,
E. M.Young.
Hay or Shannon,

isltlng patriarchs cordially Invited.
A. E. Atkins. C. P, A. B. Laird.
V. N.Chlldcrs,
J. J. Kem.y, Scribe.
G. R. Brown.
T O. 0. F.
S. S. Braimln.
1. Isaac Tiffany Lodge. No. 13. meets at Odd A. J. Clark.
lellows' Hall. Bank building. Saturday ev- Tilomas Foster
enings. Meniliers of the order cordially In- B. T. Link.
vited to attend.
F. P. Jones, N. G.
Charle G. Bki.u Sec'y.
T O. O. F.

LAND CLAIMS.

Josenh R. Reed, of Iowa. Chief Justice.
Associate Justices Wilbur F. Stone, of Col
orado; Thomas C, Fuller of North ('anilina;
William M. Murrav. of Tennessee: Henry C
Slnss. of Kansas.
of Missouri. United
Matt G. Reynolds.
States Attorney.

J.

Probata Judge
Treasurer
Probate Clerk

Slier If

Collector
Assessor
Surveyor
Commissioner
Commissioner Further waste
Commissioner money on drugs,
School Superintendent
menta, eto. They
you.

Lr OF P.

A

At

O. U. W.

Meets on the 1st and 3d Tuesday of each
mouth. Fellow workmen cordially Invited.
0. L. CANTI.EY, M. K.
E. M. Youno, Rec.

Fleming.
W.Carter.
W.

Mall

arrives from

Sundays 'it

Pinos Altos dally except
a. in.
L. A. Skki.i.y. Postmastek

11:30

KM'

rirobablv

Nature

la

tried
A I-

tenían auHerlng

t.

well-kno-

.

FlltF. DEPARTMENT.

Silver City Post Office.
Office open dally except Sunday from 8 a. in
to 7 n. in.
Open Sundays from 9 to 11:40 a.m., and one
hour after arrival of railway mall.
TÜPEKA & SANTA
Money order department open dally except ATCHISON,
RAILROAD TIME TABLE.
Sundays from 8 a. m. to Up. in.
Mall closes for Fort Bayard, Central, Han
In Effect August 8, 1894.

and Sundays.
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precloustime and
vacuum treat-wi- ll
never cure

Treasurer rrom tne following
w is incurable:
Clerk Kemlnnl
EmlNNlonN, Pnrllnl
Attorney or Total WeaknM.
Impotence, lira In KxhaiiNtlon,
Marshal .ONMeN, torget ramean, iminmumi,
NleepleaaneMit,
But natures own remedy must be scientifically used. It is EI.EO
110 Alt!) OF EDUCATION.
possible perfection
1
1
greatest
TKI4
Y.and the
G. N. Wood,
Wm. Brahm.
for its application is attained in the
R. L. Powel.
I)r. Nanden Electric Bell. This invention has been sold and given complete satisfaction for nearly thirty years, and we refer
COIINCII.MEN.
sufferers to hundreds of cures in every State.
M. K. White.
Jas. Glllett.
Throw drugs to the doga, and join our army
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Mall closes for Mogollón and all Interim. ill
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Mall closes for Pinos Altos daily except
Sundays at 4:15 i. in.
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1, Helen Lodge, No. 7, Relieknh Degree .1.
Meetings second and fourt h Friday nights In
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each month, at hall of I. S. Tiffany Lodge No. Win. I.Wrlirht.
Frank
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Rheumatism, Lame Back,
Lumbago,Dyspepsia,Kidney
and Liver Complaints, and
general

ill-heal- th.

A pocket edition of Dr. Handen'a
brated book

cele-

"Three Classes of Men,"
vlll be sent free, sealed, upon application
livery man Bhould read it. It is the only full
ever
mil complete guide for
ilfered.
Free to everybody. Nvnd lor It.

The Sanden Electric Co.,
Ho. 926 Sixteenth Bt., Denyer, Col.

so New York, 'hlrai(o4e London, Enr.
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